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CHAPTER I.

fASCY STITCHES IS K:<ITTISG
Double knitting,
stitch,

Dutch

7

common

knitting,

open crou stitch, honeycomb stitch,

fan-tail

imitation

net-work stitch, open hem, French stitch, plain open
stitch, rough-c&&t stitch, common plait chain stitch, Ber
lin wire stitch, crow'a-foot stitch, embossed diamond,
em� hexagon stitch, ornamental ladder uitch, elu
tic rib, herring-bone bag atitcb, kn.it herring-bone atitch,
lace wire stitch, German knitting, moss stitch, purcupine
atitch, bee's stitch.
CIIAPTER II.

EliAIIIPLEI

Ill

KNITTI!IO.

•

•

•

C«ner for a shawl, border for

a shawl, gentlemen'•

tranlliog caps, a baby's cap, a zephyr, a beautiful fringe
and border, an over shoe, a comforter, anothPr comforter,
half handkerchief, habit shirt.
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);etted cuffs, honeycomb mittens, netted opera Clip,
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net cravat, a net scarf, a long purse in points.
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Crochet edging fur collars, etc., peuicoar crochet edg·
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•
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I :\THODL.CTlOK.
In introducing a S�:co�n SERIES of KNITTING,
KETTI�o, and CttocHET, to the notice of our rea
ders, it is not necessary for us to say more than a
few words in explanation of our object. The fanne r
little work, which has met with the most favorable
reception and success, exceeding our most san
guine expectations, was almost exclusively devoted
to directions relative to the production of articles
in common use : but it is not in the preparation of
such articles only, that these delightful occupa
tions can be applied. All who are at all acquainted
with the subject know, that many most beautiful
stitches, both in Knitting and Netting, have been
recently invented, and that the application of them
in the fabrication of articles of elegant attire, is
beyond calculation. Hence, we deemed it necessary
A2
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I�TRODUCTIO�.

vi.

to furnish the f:tir votaress of the needle with
copious instructions for working the principal and
most elegant of these fancy stitches; in addition
to which we ha,·e added such examples in each
department

as

will enable any lady, who devotes

her attention to the subject, to produce almost any
article, and in any variety of pattern she may de
vise.

"·e have not aimed at anything beyond

clearness and utility; and we hope that the various
descriptions both of stitches and examples will be
found useful, so
of

as

to leave no doubt on the mind

the workwoman

as to their true meaning.

In

crochet, we have given some additional instruc
tions, which we hope will tend materially to elu
cidate the subject; and we have added some short
directions respecting it, that are applicable as an
ornament to many portions of dress, both for
children and adults.
We hope that this S£coxo SERIES will be found
to deserve the same extensive patronage that has
been accorded to the FIRST.
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THE ART OF

ltnitting, �etting, anb �roc�et.

SECO):D SERIES.

FANCY STITCHES 1:\ KNITTING.
Dount& KNITTIXG.-Of this stitch, there are
three kinds now in general use.
them, proceed as follows.

ln executing

Having cast on any

even number of stitches, knit a few rows in plain
knitting; then, for the double stitch, begin the
row

by knitting a stitch, and pass the material in

front, between tht! knitting pins ; then
to be taken off,

a

stitch is

being careful to put the needle

inside the loop, and to pass the material back
again; you then knit another stitch, and so pro·
ceed to the end of the row.
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For the second kind of double knitting you cast
on an even number of stitches as before, and the
first stitch is knitted plain, the material being put
twice over the pin ; then, us in the first kind, puss
the material between the needles,

a

stitch is to be

slipped, and the material passed ugain behind ; this
process is repeated, in e\·ery stitch, to the end of
the row.

In the next row you reverse the work,

knitting the stitches that were before slipped, and
slipping the knitted ones.

The third kind is very

simple, and can be done quicker than the others;
it is worked on the wrong side, and when com
pleted must be turned inside out, hence it is
necessary to knit plain at the sides or ends : the
number of stitches must be eYcn, as in the pre
Yious methods.

No plain row is needed, b u t you

commence by putting the material in front of the
pins, and being careful to keep it constantly in
that position; turn the first stitch, take off the
second, and so on alternately till ·the row is
finished.
DuTcH Co:ultO� K�JTTJ�G.-Tbis is the com
mon knitting stitch, perfonned in a more expe-
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9
ditious manner than that i n general practised ;
the needle filled with stitches is held in the left
hand, and the material also, which is to be wrapped
round the little finger once or twice ; it passes to
the needles over the fore finger.

To form the

loop on the needle held in the right hand, it is
only necessary to put it into the stitch from
behind, and knit off by putting the material round
the needle.
F.\�·TAIL

STITCH.-The

application

of this

stitch is in the preparation of mitts, gloves, etc.,
and sometimes it is used for purses, in which i t
looks extremely pretty.

The material generally

employed is cotton, and you begin by setting on
any even number of stitches you require. A loop
is made by throwing the cotton over the pin ; you
then knit a loop, and make and knit alternately:
each of the two last are knitted plain, and you
narrow the commencement and conclusion of each
row at the second and third loops, until you have
reduced it to the number originally cast on : the
usual number of stitches cast on is fourteen.
OPEN CRoss STITCH.-This is done in the fol-
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10
lowing manner.

Two colors are to be employed,

and the first row of each is done in pearl stitch.
In working the second row of each, the following
is the order of procedure.

First, knit a stitch ;

second, make a stitch ; third, slip one; fourth,
two are to be knitted together,
slipped is

and the

one

to be drawn over the knitted ones:

thus you proceed to the end of the row.

The

two next arc to be commenced with the other
color, and thus you are to work two rows with
each other successively ; the fresh color is always
to cross from beneath the last one, or otherwise
a hole would be left in the work.

In the making

of shawls this stitch is often adopted, and it looks
well, but of course requires to be bordered with
some other pattern.
Ho!'EYCO�IB 8TITt.II.-This is also often used
for shawls ; it is knitted as follows : you knit the
first stitch, and pass the other to make a loop
over the needle; two stitches are then knitted
together, and you thus contiV-�•c making loops And
knitting two stitches tog�ther, until you have
completed the row: you knit every second row
thus-the alternate ones plain.
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11
huTATION NETWORK STITCH.-You set on any
number of stitches you please, but you muit have
no odd ones.

The th-st row is plain knitting ; the

next row you commence by bringing the wool upon
the first pin, and twisting it round it by bringing
it over from behind, and putting it behind again ;
you are then to knit two loops together, and the
pin must be put first into the one nearest to you,
and the wool is to be twisted round the pin as
before ;

then again knit two together, and s o

on to the end

:

each r o w i s done in the same

manner .

OPEN HEY.-The number of stitches is unli
mited, but they must be capable of being divided
by four. At the beginning of each row you slip the
first stitch and knit the second; then make a stitch
by putting the cotton over the pin, knit two loops
together, knit one stitch, make a stitch, and so
proceed.

You must have very fine pins and

sewing cotton.
FaExcu SnTcn.-You set on the loops in
fours, and must have two over. The first stitch is
pearled, then turn the thread back, and knit two
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stitches together. Form a new stitch by bringing
the thread in front, and knit a stitch; the thread
is again to he brought in front, and the last stitch
pearled, which completes the pattern.

The next

row is begun in a similar manner, the thread is
turned back, two stitches are knitted together at
the end, the thread is turned, and you knit the
last stitch.
PLAI� OPEN STITCH.-The stitches set on must
be an even number : the two first rows are plain :
then �ommence the third row by knitting one
stitch, pass the material in front, and form a new
stitch b y knitting two together; this is to be
repeated until you come to the last stitch, which
must be knit; then knit two plain rows, and pro
ceed as before.
RouGH-CAST

STITCH.-Any odd

stitches may be cast on.

number

of

Each row is begun with

a plain stitch, and the others are plain and pearled
alternately.

This

is

very suitable for borders, a s

it is fir m and looks neat.
Co�uros PLAIT.-This is employed for mufa
f 
tees, coverlets, and various other ru:ticles.
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13
cast on the stitches in threes : the nwnber is
unlimited.
follows.

Knit one row plain, then proceed

as

First row, three plain stitches and three

pearled; second row the same, taking care to
begin where the last is finished-that is, if you
ended with pa
l in stitches, you begin with pearled.
Proceed in the same way with the third row, and
you will have a succession of squares, of inside
and outside netting, alternately.

The fourth row

is to be begun with the same kind of stitches as
completed the first row : continue, as before, and
the work will be in squares like those of a chess
board.

This stitch is extremely pretty.

CnAJN STITCH.-The number of loops to be cast
on is thirteen.

Knit the first two rows plain, and

in beginning the third, knit three plain stitches,
and bring the material in front; then pearl seven
stitches : the material is then to be turned back1
and you knit the other three stitches plain.

The

next row is plain knitting, and then you proceed
as in the third row, and so on alternately until
you have completed sixteen rows.

You then knit

three stitches plain, and take off the four succeed-
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ing ones upon a spare pin. The next three stitches
from behind the pin arc to b e knitted so
miss it completely, and the material is

ns

to

to be

drawn tight, that the pins may be connected to
gether

as

close as possible. This done, you knit

the four stitches of the third pin, which completes
the twist.

The remaining three stitches arc then

to be knitted, and a fresh link begun, by knitting
three stitches , pearling seven, knitting three, and
so proceeding- for sixteen rows, when another twist
is to be made.
llEnLtx WtnE STtTcu.-The stitches cast on
must be

an

even number.

Knit three, four, or

five plain rows: then begin the work by tnk.ing
oft' the first stitch, knit one stitch, knit oft' two
stitches together, and make a stitch; repeat this
process to the end of the row ; the next row is to
be knitted plain, and so on alternately.
This work may be done either with large pins
and lamb's wool, if it be intended for shawls, etc.,
or with fine needles and thread, in which case i t
forms a beautiful kind of insertion work for frocks,
capes, collars, and other articles of dress.
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is· intended for insertion-work,

the number of

stitches cast on are eight, and one pattern is
fonned by each four stitches.
CRow's-FOOT SnrcH.-This
worked in two ways.

stitch

may

be

If for a shawl, you begin at

the corner, and raise at the beginning and end of
each row.

In the other method, you cast on any

number of stitches that can be divided by three,
and you must cast on one additional for the com
mencement.

You knit the first row plain, and

then proceed according to the following directions.
First, knit a stitch ; second, make

n

stitch : third,

slip the next; fourth, knit two stitches together;
fifth, put the stitch you slipped over the two last
knitted-this is to be repeated, with the exception
of the first knitted stitch, to the end of the row;
the next row is composed entirely of pearled
stitches.

This stitch is neat and elegant.

E)IBOSSED DIAMOND.-You cast on any num
ber of stitches which can be divided by seven.
The first row is plain; for the second, pearl one
stitch, knit five, and pearl two-thus proceed al
ternately, to complete the row; for the third, knit
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two, pearl three, and knit four, and so proceed;
the fomth row you pearl three, knit one, and
pearl six alternately ; tl1e fifth row is plain knit
ting; the next row pearl two, knit two,

and

pearl five, and so on to the end ; nl'xt, knit two,
pearl four, and knit three alternately; next, knit
six

and pearl one

successively ;

reverse

the

next, pearling six, and knitting one; ilien, in
the succeeding row, knit five, pearl three, and
knit four in succession; next, knit three, pearl
two, and knit five alternately;

the succeeding

row is plain.
EMBOSSED HEXAGON SnTcn.-You can work
with any number of stitches you choose, which
can be dhided by six.

The first row is plain, the

next pearled throughout, the third row is plain.
For the first, knit four stitches, and slip two at
the end ; then pearl a row, taking care to slip the
, stitches that were slipped before; next, knit

a

J:Ow, slipping the two stitches as before; the next
row is pearled, still slipping the two stitches ; the
succeeding two rows are knitted and pearled like
the others, and ilie two stitches are still to be
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slipped ; the next row is pearled, and you take
up all the stitches; then a row is to be knitted
plain, and a row pearled, which completes the
pattern.

In beginning

the next pattern,

you

pearl a row, slipping the fifth and sixth stitches,
so that they shall be exactly in the centre of the
previously worked pattern.

You then proceed

as before.
0RK.\)IEXTAL LAnDER STITCH.-The stitches
arc to be set on in dcYcns.

Commence by knit

ting two stitches plain ; then knit two together,
and repeat the same, drawing the first loop over
the second: proceed thus to the end.

Commence

the second row by pearling two stitches,

pass

the material over the pin twice, again pearl two
stitches, and so proceed to the end.
row knit two,

In the next

pass the material round the pin

twice, knit two, and so continue.

Thus you pro

ceed with alternate rows of knitted and pearled
stitches, being careful to slip the stitches made
by throwing the material round the pin, without
knitting them.
ELASTIC Rw.-This.

as its name implies, is

B
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the proper stitch for ga.rters, or any kind of article
which is wanted to fit easily, yet firm.

You are

to set on any number of loops you please, and
knit one row plain; the next is pearled, the two
next are plain ; then one pearled, and so alter
nately to the end.
HERRING-BONE

BAG SnrcH.-You

cast on

the

stitches by fours, and the material used is silk.
Knit two plain stitches and then make a long one,
by turning the silk twice over the needle ; after
which, knit two stitches together, and repeat this
until yon have completed the work,
KNIT HERRING-BONE STITCH.-Any number
of stitches you please may be cast on, observing
to have three for each pattern, and one over at
each end.

The first row is plain ; the:n, in be

ginning the second, take off the first 'stitch, and
knit the next two together in pearl stitch ; next
make one, by passing the material before ; and
knitting one, pearl t"·o stitches together,
make and knit a stitch

as

before.

and

Every row is

the same.
LACE WAvE STITCH.-The number of stitches
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must be even.

The first stitch is to be slipped ;

then knit one, and make one, by casting the
material over the pin.

Narrow, by knitting two

stitches together, and again knit a stitch ; then
make one, and again narrow, and so on till you
complete the row.

The next row is done plain.

The third row is as follows : two stitches knitted
plain, make one stitch and narrow two in one,
then knit one stitch, make and narrow as before
For the fifth

to the end, then knit a row plain.

row, knit three stitches plain, and tllUs proceed
as in the third row.

The sixth row is done plain;

and the seventh commences

by knitting four

stitches plain, and then proceeding as before.
The eighth row is plain; and the ninth is begun
by kni tting five plain stitches,

and proceed

as

above; then knit two rows plain, and the pattern
is complete.

This can be continued to any length

required.
GERMAN

KNITTING.-Cast

stitches, and proc eed

as

follows.

on

twenty-one

First row, the

material is to be passed forward, one stitch slip
ped, then knit one, and pass the slipped one over ;
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three stitches are then to be knitted,

and two

taken as one ; again pass the material fonvard,
and knit one stitch. Second row the same, except
that when in the first you knitted three stitches,
you knit one ;

and, when one, you knit three.

For the third row, you pass the material as before
and slip one stitch, then two are taken as one, and
the slipped one is passed over again : repeat this,
except that in taking two stitches together, you
knit one and pass the slipped one over: finish by
knitting two stitches.
l\Ioss .STtTcn.-This is easily done.

Cast on

any even number of loops, and for the first row
the first loop is slipped, and the material brought
in front ; the next stitch is pearled, and repeat so
to the end.

The next row is so worked that the

stitches, knit in the preceding row, must be
pearled in tltis.
PoRCUPJ:-oE STJTCII.-This is proper for a purse,
and when properly executed, is extremely pretty.
You cast on, upon each of three needles, thirty
six loops, and knit one plain round. For the next,
knit four stitches, and having brought the silk
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forward, knit one loop. This will form the middiA
stitch of the pattern.

Then again bringing the

silk forward, knit fourteen stitches; after which,
slip one, and leaving the undei: part, knit two
together, and draw the stitches, last slipped, over
it.

Then knit four stitches, as at the commence

ment, and so proceed for six rounds, increasing
before and after each middle stitch.

Knit till

within one of ""here you decreased; the stitch
thus left is to be slipped, and you then k.'Jlit two
together, and draw the slipped loop over it.
are

You

then to knit one plain round, and the next

ro\Y is also plain, except the loops which are over
the middle stitches,

where you are to insert a

bead, by bringing it through the stitches.

You

next knit a round plain, and must be careful to
keep the beads on the ou�ide of the purse, or ra
ther in the inside while knitting,
done the wrong side out.

as

this purse is

You are to knit until

within one loop of the bead, which must be slip
ped, and you knit the next two together.

You

are then to increase six rounds on each side of the
stitch decreased, as in the preceding pattern, which
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will make that the middle or bead stitch.

The

material should be done in middle-sized purse
silk, on needles No. 18.
BEE's STITCH.-In knitting a purse in this stitch,
you must cast the loops on three needles, having
twenty on each.
knitting.

The two first rows are in plain

The third is thus worked.

Having

brought the silk in front, a stitch is to be slipped,
and you knit the next, pulling the one you slipped,
over it; you knit the next, and the succeeding one
is pearled; proceed in this manner for ODP. round.
The next round you knit plain ; the next is to be
executed like the third. Proceed thus in alternate
rounds, and you can introduce two colors, highly
contrasted, knitting six or eight rounds of each.
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CHAPTER II.

EXAMPLES IN KNITTING.
CoRNER FOR A SHAWL.-This, if properly ex
ecuted, according to the directions, looks extreme
l y handsome. Begin by casting on two loops to form
the point, knit them and proceed as follows. First
row, make a loop, knit the two original ones tc
gether; make a loop ; you will now have three
loops upon the pin: knit four rows plain, taking
care to increase a loop at the beginning and end
of each row. You will thus have for the fifth row
eleven stitches on the pin.

Sixth row, knit six

loops plain, pearl one, knit six plain.
row, knit

six

Seventh

plain, pearl one, knit one, pearl one,

knit the remaining six plain.

Eighth row, six

plain, pass the material in front to make a stitch,
knit two together, again make a stitch, knit six
plain.

Ninth row, six plain, knit two together,

make a stitch as before, knit two together, u1ake
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a stitch, knit two together, knit six plain.

Tenth

row, six plain, pearl one, knit two together, make
a stitch, knit two together, pearl one, knit six
plain. Eleventh row, six plain, knit two together,
make a stitch, pearl one, knit two together, knit
six plain.

Twelfth row,

six plain, pearl one,

knit two together, pearl one, make a stitch, pearl
three, make a stitch, pearl one, knit two together,
pearl one, knit six plain.
plain, knit two together,

Thirteenth row, six
pearl one,

knit two

together, make a stitch, pearl five, make a stitch,
knit two together, pearl one, knit two together,
knit six plain.

The fourteenth row, you begin to

decrease knitting it, the same as the twelfth, and
so proceed till you haYe two loops upon the pin,
which fasten off, and the square is completed.
BoRDER FOR A SuAwL.-Having finished the
corner, pick up the thirteen stitches on one side,
and knit one row plain; the second row, knit two
plain, three pearled, t'hree plain, again pearl three,
knit two plain: third row, plain knitting: fourth
row, pearl one stitch, knit one plain, pearl one,
knit two together, make a stitch, pearl three, knit
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five plain : fifth row, knit one, pearl one, knit one
plain, pearl one, knit two together, make a stitch,
pearl three, knit four plain; the sixth and seventh
rows are the same, only knitting one additional
plain stitch at the top of each, and decreasing one
at the bottom : the eighth row is the seventh re
peated : work the ninth as the sixth : the tenth
as the fifth ; and the eleventh as the fourth : repeat
the first three rows, and re-commence the pattern.
The shawl must be knitted on the same sized pin
as

the border and corner, and must have

as

many

loops as there are stitches in the length of border,
The border and corner may be done in two colors,
which must harmonize well with each other, and
form a good contrast to the shawl itself.
GENTLEJIIEN's TRAVELLING CAPS.-You first
cast on an even number of stitches, and thus pro
ceed.

The first row is plain ; then slip off the first

stitch in each row, and make one, by bringing the
material in front ; then slip a stitch the contrary
way, knit the next, and so proceed to the end of
the row : you commence the next by slipping a
stitch as before ; then knit two stitches together
c
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to the last, which is to be knitted plain : repeat
these rows alternately.
A I3Anv's CAP.-Cast on 240 stitches on three
pins; knit twelve rounds, and be sure you pearl
every alternate stitch : in the succeeding round,
you must pearl the stitches which were left plain
in the preceding ones.

Then take

in

eighty

stitches; namely, one at every fourth, which will
torm a full border.

Then proceed to knit the cap

thus: one row plain, the next open, then three
plain, and twenty-four double knitting; again knit
three rows plain, one open, repeat the three plain
rows, again repeat the double knitting, and the
plain and open rows as before: you next proceed
to form the hinder part of the cap, by casting on
twenty-four stitches at each end of the pins ; knit
Jbrty-eight rows of double knitting, take i n to the
�ize of the

crown,

and knit three rows plain, one

opea, and repeat the three plain rows; then fasten
off at top, unite the open at the back, and repeat
the plain and open rows as before.

You form the

crown by casting on sixteen loops; you then in
crease a loop at each end, for sixteen rows; you
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then knit sixteen, then decrease

as

you increased,

and thus the circle becomes regularly formed.
A ZEPHYR.-This is a light shawl for a baby,
and may be made either of a half-handkerchief
form, or a square.

Ca�>t on about 130 loops, and

knit in French or honeycomb-stitch, which you
like; or any other pretty pattem you may prefer,
as embossed hexagon, etc.

You may add a fringe

and border, which ·gives to the zephyr a rich and
finished appearance.
A BEAU''l IFUL FntNO£ AND BonoEn.-This can
be applied to a variety of useful purposes.

H is

executed as follows. The number of stitches must
be even, and of any depth you deem desirable.
Begi n, by making a stitch,

laying the material

over the needle; put it through two loops, and knit
tl.cm as one : repeat to the end of the row : thus
continue to knit as many rows as you please, and
when the stripe is of sufficient length, fasten ofi;
letting from four to ten stitches fall off the needle
to unravel for the fringe.
Ar; 0v£n-SHOE.-These are useful to wear in
the bouse, or to slip over a satin !lhoe, when
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occasion requires.

The number of stitches to be

cast on is thirty-four. Knit a square, plain, which
is to be doubled, and sewn up on one side to form
the heel ; then sew up three inches for the instep,
and form the toe by puckering in the end.
A ColtFonu:n.-(ln a moderate sized pin, cast
on forty stitches; and, in knitting, carry the wool
twice round the pin, for each stitch.

The com

forter is to be done in double knitting, and may
be finished with a fringe and border at tl1e end.
Without the fringe, you will require

a

quarter of

a pound of six-thread untwisted lamb's-wool ; for
the fringe, a little more will be required.
ANOTHER ColtFORTER.-You are to cast on
thirty stitches,

and knit plain sixty-four ribs,

knitting them backwards and forwards ; then take
twcnty·two stitches from the middle of the side,
and you will have twenty one left fr�m each end.
Fom1 a chest-piece, by knitting as before twenty
two ribs, and fasten off: you have on)y to sew up
the end, and it i s done.
HALF

HANDKERCIIIEF.- This

pretty, when properly executed.
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stitch on the front, and knit as many rows, increas
ing one each row, as are required to give you seven
loops upon the pin.

You must increase always at

the same end ; then commence the pattern. Make
one stitch, slip one, and knit two stitches together,

putting the slipped stitch
one.

over

the

two

knitted

as

Repeat this, until you have got to four

stitches from the end ; tLen again make a stitch,
and knit the remainder plain.

The next row is

to be done in pearl stitch, and the succeeding one
as the first of the pattern.

Every row of pearl

stitch must be increased one, and the three last
stitches are to be knitted plain. This handkerchief
must be one yard and a quarter long, on the
straight side.

When completed, fasteu off.

HABIT SHIRTs.-These are worn under a shawl,
and are extremely comfortable ; they protect the
chest from cold.

The material most proper for

them is floss wool, and they should be knitted with
steel pins.

You knit the front first, and begin

by casting on as many loops as will form the
length required.

As it is necessary that one end

should be a good deal more sloped than the other,
c
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you must be careful to increase at the end most
sloped, at each end of the row; but at the other,
you are only to increase at the end, and not at
the beginning: having knitted one of the fronts,
knit the other to match it, and then begin the
back.

Commence at the bottom, or the narrow

part of the waist, and increase at each one of every
row, until it is wide enough to reach from one
shoulder to the other, and then decrease at both·
ends of each row for the neck.

You then finish

the centre stitches, and knit up first on one side
and then the other, decreasing each row, until a
proper hollow is obtained.
collar

You tl.en knit the

straight, and of any depth you please.

Make up, by sewing the various parts together,
and set on a ribbon at the back to tie round the
waist, and another to secure it at the throat.
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CH.-\PTKR

III.

:FANCY STITCHES IN NETTING.
HoNEYCO)lB NETTI!'IG.-You are to make an
even number of loops, putting
the silk twice round a No. 18
mesh; for the second row, net
•I

in the silk once round the mesh,

and put the first stitch through tkc second, at the
back, and net it; thus, the second stitch is pulled
through the middle of the first, and netted: you do
the same with each two of the other stitches, and
must be careful not to burst them.

For the third

row, the silk is put twice round the mesh, and the
netting is plain.

You proceed thus, in alternate

rows, until the work is done.
HoNEYCOMB NETTING, WITH Two MEsHEs.
The meshes proper are Nos. 9 and 16. Cast on an
�::v en number of stitches, and net the first row
plain, with the 9 mesh.
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the second row, working the second stitch first,
and the first second-and so
proceed netting the fourth
stitch, and then the third,
•

·

and so to the end.

Work

the third row with No.9, as

before, and the fourth row

as

the second, only

netting the first loop plain, and then taking, first
the third, then the second, and so to the end,
finishing with a loop in plain netting.

The next

row is done plain, with No.9; the next with No. 18,
exactly as the first twisted row.

The odd stitch,

netted plain, only occurs at the commencement of
each alternate row of netting done with No. 16.
This kind of netting is proper for
ANoTnEk
a

KI!io

a

veil.

or HoNEYc;o�m XETTINo.-Use

mesh No. 17, and set on any even number of

stitches.

Xct the first row plain, having the silk

round the mesh twice.

For the second row, you

put the silk once round the mesh, and net the
second loop,

having previously half twisted it.

Then net the first loop plain, net the fourth as the
second, again net a stitch plain, and thus proceed
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with plain and half-twisted stitches, alternately.
The third row is the same as the first, and the
fourth

as

the second.

These kinds of netting

are

extremely pretty, for purses, bags, etc., and may
be done in different colors, if the purse is worked
in four or five rows of plain and the same number
of honeycomb netting.
SINGLE DIA�to�o Nt:TTING.-The first row is
made of shert and long loops alternately.

The

!on� loop is made by passing the material twice
round the mesh, instead of once, before netting
the loop off.

The second row is the same, only

it commences with

a

long loop, by which means

the short ones are brought to meet the long ones
in tJ1e pre,;ons row.

Proceed with these rows

alternately, for any length you please.
DIAMOND NETTING Of' FIVE STITCIIES.- You
are to commence with a long
loop; then net five loops plain,
repeat to the end of the row,
finishing with a long loop.

Se

cond row, begin with a plain
loop, make a loose stitch to meet
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the short loop in the previous row, and wit11draw
the me�h before commencing the next loop ; work
four loops plain, and so proceed.

Third row is

commenced as the second ; withdraw the mesh,
Begin the

as lJefore, and work three plain loops.
fourth row with a plain stitch, work

a

long loop,

then a loose stitch; withdraw the mesh, and work
two plain stitches;

again withdraw the mesh,

work a plain stitch, and so proceed to the �:nd.
The fifth is to be begun with two plain stitches,
then form a loose stitch, withdraw the mesh, work
one plain loop, again withdraw the mesh, and
finish witli two plain stitches.

The sixth row

commences with three stitches plain, then make
loose stitch, and finish with two plain ones.

a

For

the seventh row commence as in the lru.t case,
make a long loop, and finish with two plain stitches.
The eighth row begins with three stitches in plain
netting, withdraw the mesh, net one stitch plain,
make a loose stitch, again withdraw the mesh,
and finish the row with a plain stitch.

In doing

the ninth row, net two stitches plain, withdraw
the mesh, net two more plain stitches, make
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loose stitch, again withdraw the mesh, and finish
with a plain stitch.

The tenth row

s
i

begun as

the last, but instead of the loose stitch, net a plain
one, then make the loose stitch, and withdraw the
mesh.

The mesh proper for this kind of netting

•

is No. 18, and the silk called second-sized purse
twist is the best adapted for this kind of work.
LEAt· Kl:TTI:>c.-This is pretty, when executed
properly.

Five loops are required for each
pattern.

·

You should work

with cotton and a No.14 mesh.
Commence the first

row by netting two plain loops

for the edge, then net three plain ; in the next
loop increase four, and repeat this operation to the
end of the row : finish with two plain loops.

lie

gin the second row as before, and collect all the
loops increased in each of the twice four loops,
formed in the last row, into one ; then net four
loops plain ; repeat this to the end of the row, and
net two plain
netting.

as

before.

The third row is plain

The fourth row has two loops netted

plain, then two more 11lai n ; you then increase
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four on each of the next two loops; net one plain,
and repeat the operation to the end of the row ;
finish by netting two stitches plain.

Fifth row

commence as before, net one plain loop, collect
the increased loops as in second row, net three
plain, and so repeat; net two plain to finish the
row. The next row is netted plain. Repeat these
rows as often as your work requires it.
DoTTED NETTING.-This is easily done. Cast on
the number of loops you re
quire, and proceed as follows.
Begin with a long loop,

in

which you next increase two
stitches : repeat to the end of
ro\1'.

None of the rows are at all varied.

FRENCH GROUND Nu . - You must have an
even number of loops on the
foundation, then proceed.
�

First

row, plain stitches and long loops
alternately ;

second row plain,

make a loose stitch, and repeat.
Commence the third row with a long loop, suc
ceeded by

a

short one : reyeat.
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row with a loose stitch, net one plain, repeat to
the end ; commence the fifth row by netting one
plain loop, make a long loop, and the little loop
as in the third row. In coming after the last long
loop, it must be exchanged for a plain stitch.
MALT ESE NETTING,

1�

SPoTs.-This is neat,

and elegant : it is done as follows.
two rows are netted plain.

The first

You commence the

third row by netting seven stitches ;

the silk

is then to be passed round the mesh, and the
needle brought under the knot in the second
row, but without netting it-that is, between tl1e
stitch you have last netted, and the one you are
about to net.

A loop is t11en made, which is not

to be netted separately, as that would increase a
stitch in the next row; but it is to be taken up
with the last of the seven stitches previously net
ted.

If you desire the spots to appear very dis

tinct and prominent, let the silk pass twice round
the mesh, and afterwards through the loop, and
repeat the operation to the end.

You may do

this spotting in almost any form you please.
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ItouND NETTtNo.-You commence making tl1e
loops

as

in common netting, by

twisting the silk round the fin
gers, then pass the needle and
silk through the finger-loop,

and bring it up on the back side of the neck, be
tween it and the fore finger ; the fingers and loop
are still to be kept on them,

as

before; the middle

is then to be reversed, and brought down through
the first loop (on the foundation), and taking a
slanting direction over the mesh.

Having drawn

it entirely through, you withdraw your finger
from the loop,

as

in ordinary netting.

You work

every succeeding loop in the same way.
BEAD STtTCtt.-To execute this stitch properly
requires care, but it is very ornamental.
of all kinds may be introduced.

Beads

In order to net

with beads, you must procure a long triple darn
ing needle.

The stitch is as follows: string a

bead upon the thread or silk you net with ; this
bead is to be brought to the front of the mesh,
and held there until the knot is made ; at the
back of the mesh bring the needle and thread,
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passing the point through the bead which is upon
the front of the mesh. The needle and thread are
then t.o be drawn through it, by which means the
bead will be brought quite up t.o the knot just
made.

By working the beads in this manner,

they will be kept stationary upon the thread, and
so remain in their places, and impart much beauty
to the work.
' u .\DED SILK

NETTJNo. - This is beautiful,

when the shades blend well together.

Of course,

each row must be worked in one shade, and tltc
next necdleful must be matched with the utmost
care.

It is not possible to gil'c minute rules on

such a subject ; but, in this, as in other things,
practice will insure success.
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CHAPTER

IV.

EXAMPLES IN NETTING.
NETTED CuFFs.-The materials are German
wool and French floss silk, and the work is ex
ecuted with a mesh No. 1 1 , and a small steel one
No. 15.

You commence on a foundation of fifty

four loops ; and in order' to form the right side,
you net one row of wool with the large mesh, and
three rows of silk with the small one, alternately,
till you have netted twenty-four rows.

Then you

form the wrong side, by netting one row of wool
with the larger mesh, and two rows of the same
material with the small one.

You will require

nine rows netted with the wide mesh, with two
narrow rows between each.

Then net one wide

row with wool, having in each loop three stitches ;
above this, net one narrow row of silk, and do the
same at the other end.

You have only to double
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the cuffs, turning the plain side inmost, and the
rows of wool and silk will form a kind of border
and finish to the whole.
HoNEYCOMB

1\{rTTE�s.- You commence

by

casting on fifty stitches ; the first four rows are
to be netted plain ; after which, you net one row
with the silk twice round the mesh, agnin net two
rows with the silk round the mesh once; you are
then to comm<>nce netting rounds, and not rows
as before.

The first round is to be nP.tted with

the silk twice round the mesh ; the second is in
honeycomb pattern : the third round is executed
as the first, and the fourth as the second ; for the
fifth round you net eleven stitches with silk round
the mesh,

as

in the first row, and make two in

creased stitches in the twelfth loop ; in the next
row you arc to net five stitches, and increase two,
netting the whole

as

in the first row; net the

seventh like the second, and let this be repeated
for the four succeeding rounds, a plain and a
pattern round alternatel y ;

in the next round,

which is plain, pass the silk twice round the mesh,
and net seven stitches ; increase two stitches in
D
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the eighth round, and net seventeen in plain and
pattern alternate rounds: in the eighteenth, in
crease two, and net five rounds ; again increase
two, and net five; :tnd, on each side, agai n in
crease two : net three rounds, after the last in
crease, continuing to net till you an·h·e at the
stitch orcr the last stitch you increased, and net it
to the one corresponding to it on the other side of
the thumb: if it does not fit as it ought to do, you
must decrease, until that object is secured : you
are to finish the thumb, by netting a round with
the siik put twice round the mesh, and two rounds
in plai n netting: the silk is to be fastened to the
side of the thumb, in order to finish the hand,
and you are to net plain and pattern rowuls suc
cessively.

When the mitten is nearly the length

you wish, finish in the same manner you did the
thumb, using double silk.
NETTED OPERA CAr.-Work with one mesh,
half an inch wide, and another smaller, of steel,
and begin a foundation of seventy-four stitches.
You must procure, in double German wool, two
colors that contrast well.
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darkest shade, and net with the wide mesh one
row ; the second is to be netted with the narrow
one, and so alternately ; the sixth and seventh
nrc

both worked with the narrow mesh ; then net

live more rows with the wide and narrow meshes
altemately.

This done, you commence with the

other color, and net one row, ha,•ing three stitches
on rach loop of the row preceding.

You now in

troduce silk of the same color as that of tl1e wool
first used, and net one row with the narrow mesh ;
in that row, all the stitches of the last row netted
in wool must be taken up separately.

The foun

dation is now to be 1emovecl, and rows of the
lighter colored wool and s:lk are to be netted to
correspond. Net another piece of work, in exactly
the same manner as the former; and, taking one
of the pieces, foid it in the middle, and net one row
with the narrow mesh, in the centre row of knots :
in the piece tlms doubled, proceed to net a row
with the wide mesh, then two with the narrow one,
nnd again one with the wide mesh.

The other

piece i11 then to be folded in the same manner,
and united to the former one by netting a row,
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taking up as bt:fore the centre row of knots. This
makes the front of the cap appear in four pieces.
At the back, in the centre row of knots, net a row
with the narrow mesh, to keep it on an even fold.
You draw up the cap at the end, and put the

-

.strings on:

This completes it.

NETr£D ScOLL&P EDGING.-You work this with
a flat mesh, and set on as
many stitches as you intend
to have scollops. The flat
mesh should be No.3, and

you will also require two round ones, one No. 14
the other No. 18.

Dcgin to work :1s follows. Ket

the fiiSt row with the flat mesh, and increase
eighteen stitches into each of the loops on the
foundation.

For the second row, use the mesh

No. 14, and net

a

plain stitch into each loop.

Then, with the mesh Ko. 18, net the third row
in long loops, by passing the material twice round
the mesh; you are to increase two stitches in the
same loop, and so continue to the end of the row.
In the fourth row, you use the mesh No. 14, and
leaving all the increased stitches without netting
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them, net the long loops plain.

The fifth and

sixth rows are netted plain, with the mesh No.l4,
which finishes the scollop.
A PLAIN ScoLLOP.-You must cast on one
stitch for each scollop :
this is the first row.

For

the second, use a flat mesh
No.1, and increase twenty
stitches in each loop.

Net the third with a round

mesh :No. l4, netting all the increased loops plain.
The two next rows are netted plain, with the same
mesh, which finishes the pattern.
CAP BoRDER Sl:OLLOP.-You commence with

·

If.
�
�
.:!d15:V�

one stitch for each scollop, as in
last pattcm. For the second row

use the flat mesh No. 1, and increase in each loop
twelve stitches. Net the third row with the round
mesh No.l5, and be careful to net all the increased
stitches plain.

The last row is netted plain, with

the same mesh as the preceding one. The cotton used
in the netting of these scollops should be about the·
size of what is called third-sized purse twist.
NET CRAVAT.-This is netted with German
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wool, and with a mesh No. 9.

Having cast on

100 stitches, in the color you intend first to use,
net twenty-three rows in plain netting.

Then

introduce the other color, or white, and again in
the same manner net twenty-three rows. Proceed
thus, till you have three stripes of each color; then
net the two sides together, and draw ltp the ends.
You may add tassels if you choose.
A NET �CARF.-This is to be worked with two
fla-t meshes No. 8 and No. 2, and in that kind of
silk called deckers.

You are to commence by

casting on 210 stitches, and netting four rows
with the smaller mesh, and thirty or thirty-two
with the larger one.
complete the scarf.

These repeated, six times,
You must add the four nar

row rows, which will complete the edge.

The

scarf is to be drawn up at each end, and have
tassels attached.
A Lo:>G Pras£, t :> Pot:>Ts.-Upon your foun
dation loops put sixty stitches in one of the colors
you intend to use, and return on them.

Then in

the next row put on fifty stitches, the next forty,
and so to ten, always returning on the number
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last put on, and leaving the ten unnetted.

You

then, with another needle, introduce your other
color, and put on ten stitches upon the foundation
loops, commencing ten loops from the sixty of the
first color.

When you hare reached the last of

the sixty, which you will do when you ha,·c put
on the ten, you must draw the mesh out, and pa�s
the needle

with the second color through the

concluding stitch of the first, working back upon
the second color the ten stitches last introduced.
The rest of the rows are increased ten, and you
must then decrease as you did with the first color.
One pattern is then complete, and you re-com
mence, and proceed as before.
You will find that your work will be much im
proved in appearance, if you damp it, and then
stretch it out until dry.
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CHAPTER V.

EXA�IPLES I N CROCHET.

CRocHET EDGING, FOil CoLLAilS, ETc.-Ascer-

tain the length you will require,
and cast on the necessary number
of chain stitches.

a steel hook No. 19.

You

You must usc

will find your labour

facilitated by sewing a piece of tape at the begin
ning and the end of the foundation row of chain
stitch.

If the tops be an inch wide, it will form

a good beginning and termination.

The founda

tion\r chain stitch forms the first row ; the second
is worked thus: the hook is inserted through the
first loop of the foundation, (this will be on
tape,) through which a loop is to
tl1e

usual manner ; directly above

be

this a second

loop is worked, wl.ich forms the beginning.
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now lcaYe the tape, and work two chain stit('h<'S ;
after which yon throw a stitch on the net>dle, hy
casting the material OYer i t ; then taking the third
loop on the foundation, counting from the one last
worked, you insert the hook, passing two loops
without workin� them, and catching the thread
from behind, pnll it through.

Thus you will have

on the needle three loops, and you must now throw
a stitch on the hook, which is in like manner to be
pulled through the first loop, near the point.
fly this, you will still have three )oops Oil
hook.

Again throw on

n

stitch

as

the

before, which

draw through the two first loops on the end of the
hook ; then throw on another stitch, which must
be pulled through the two loops remaining on the
hook. You will then ha,·c only one loop upon the
needle, and tim!! one stitch is completed.

Mt�ke

two chain stitci1es as before, and then make another
stitch, and so proceed as in the fonncr row ; but
instead of inserting the hook in the third loop as
brfore, pass it into the first open portiou of the
work, and work the stitch over the two chain
stitches of the second row as follows.
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being inserted into the open space, you arc to
catch the material in from behind, and draw it
through, by which you will have three loops on
the l10ok ; then throw a loop on as before, and let
it be drawn through the first loop, on tlle point or
the hook.

Another loop is next to be thrown on,

and drawn through t!.e two loops nearest the hook,
on which you will now have two loops. You now
complete the stitch as in the previous row, and
so

proceed to the end.

The next row is the same

in all respects, and the fifth is to foml a vandyke
edge.

It s
i worked in th1: following manner : the

needle is inserted into

the open spnce, and

work a

double t:unbour stitch round the chain stitches of
the fourth row ; then seven chain stitches are to
be made and fastened to the two chain stitches of
the last row in the same manner as before.

Then

one scollop or vandyke is completed, and you
work all the others in tl.c �ame way.
PETTICOAT CROCHET EDotso.-Work this in

r.:r::t:r:"L'! tJ e following manner.
� the last pattern ;
�. like

First row
second, as

the second row ; and (h.:sh w:th the fifth of the
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same pattern.

Persian cotton No. 6 is the best

material ; and you work with a long steel crochet
needle, having an ivory screw handle.
CROCHET EDGING FOR HANDKERCHIEFS.-This
is done in three rows, worked

as

the first, second,

third, and fifth rows of crochet edging for collars.
The material is Persian thread No. 12, and you
work with a fine steel crochet needle, with a
screw handle.
INSERTION, OR CROCHET BEADINo.-You work
this, if narrow, as first and second rows of the first
pattern ; if you would have it wider, work it

as

the third row. It may be either worked with No.8
or No. 1 2 cotton, and looks extremely neat.
The following remarks on crochet should be
carefully attended to. It is necessary to work this
kind of work rather loose than otherwise,
liable to cut if done over tight.

as

it. is

The size of the

stitch depends of course upon that of the needle,
and then•fore car<' should be taken to have them
properly gau�ed.

Tf

a

needle will go into the

slit, oppo�ite Xo. 4 but not into N o . 5 , then it is
a Xo. 4 needle.
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As some ladies may be in doubt as to the me
thod of executing some of the stitches, we think
the following directions may be of service.
BEAD STITCH.-If you wish to work with beads,
you must thread all you intend to use, before you
begin to work.

Then when you wish to insert a

bead, no matter what the pattern is you are

E:X

ecuting, yon have only to pass a bead down to the
last stitch you have worked, and to fasten it on
by working the stitch as usual ; but this will leave
it on the wrong side-to prevent which, you must
bring the crocheting thread to the front, h:n·ing
it on the finger of tl1e left hand: by thus keeping
the bead in front, and inserting the needle from
the back of the stitch you are about to work, you
can draw the thread through the back, and make
the finishing loop in the common way ; you will
then find that the bead is on the right side.
EocE STITCH.-To work this stitch, you are to
draw

a

loop through the first stitch on the row,

or on the round if you work in rounds, then draw
a second loop through the one last made.
the edge stitch is formed.
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attend

to

the regular working of this stitch,

because f
i it is not done you will lose in each row
a stitch.

On a round it is not necessary to work

the edge stitch,

but when the work has to be

turned, so as to work round the contraryway, the
edge stitch is indispensable.
To CARRY ON A TnREAD

IN

DouBLE CROCHET.

-It is a very common thing to work a pattern in
crochet, in more than one color ; when this is the
case, it is necessary that the colors not required
should be so managed as not to make loops ot·
stitches at the back.

To accomplish this, they

must be worked in the following manner : let the
threads that are not required be laid along the
fore finger of the left hand, and the crochet needle
must be inserted in the usual manner into the
stitch : you are to let it go below the threads you
are carrying on, and the thread with which you
are working is to be drawn at the back through
the stitch into which you inserted the needle or
hook.

Make the finishing loop

as

usual, which

you are to carry over the threads, and puB through
the two loops you have on the needle.
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will make one stitch, and the process is to be re
peated as often as your work requires it.
JoiNING THB THREADS.-Jn order that threads
may be united neatly and properly, observe the
following directions, Do not work up the thread
quite to the end, but leave a small portion ; then
on the fore finger of the left hand, by the end of
the thread you are about to commence working
with, (the end to be towardB the tip of the finger,
the ball will of course be towards the arm,) work
over it about six stitches, proceeding as you do
in carrying over the threads ; then lay the thread
you worked with last, but on the same finger, and
continue with the thread you have last fastened
on, and work over it in the same manner about six
stitches. The ends are then to be cut, and you
work on as usual with the thread just joined. This
is the best method we know of making the work
appear neat, and at the same time of securing the
required degree of fineness.
To INCB.BASB A STITCH IN Caocu.sT.-The pro
cess by which thia ia done s
i
as follows. First,
make the stitch u usual ; then work it again from
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the hinder or back part of the stitch.

This pre·

vents a hole, which would otherwise occur.
To TAKE IN A STtTCII.-To do this two stitches
are

taken o n the needle at the same time, and you

work them oft' as one.
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In bringing the

of the Ladies'

SEcOND SERIES

Hand-llook of Knitting, etc., to a close, we can
not persuade ourselves to dismiss the subject,
without a word or two to our Jair frcnds, as to
the use necessary to be made of all the useful or
ornarnental accomplishments their circumstances
and situations may enable them to acquire.

\Vc

should never, fo� one moment, suffer the utile to
be absent from our thoughts; she who has no
definite aim in what she docs, can never have any
good ground of hope, that in her progress through
life, she can attain to exceUencc.

In all then that

the young lady aims to learn, or to accomplish,
let her place

a

high moral standard before her,

and resolve to render e1·ery transaction of her life
conducive to her preparation for
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being.

Our various faculties and powers were

not given us to be wasted, but to be used to the
honor of our Creator, the comfort and welfare of
those around us, and, as a consequence of our
faithful discharge of our several obligations, con
ducive, in an eminent degree, to our own happi
ness.

No mistake can be more fatal than an idea

that, for what we call trifles,

we

shall have no ac

count to render : what we call triOes, may be,
in their consequences, both to ourselves and others,
the most important acts of our lives.

It is not

by great events · that out· characters are formed ;
but by the neglect or performance of our various
duties in that state of life, into which, the wisdom
of our Heavenly Father has seen fit to call us.
Let, then, the youthful female, as she plies her
needle, or exercises her

judgment

or ingenuity,

in the choice of colors or materials, or in the in
vention of new developments of creative genius,
ever remember to exercise those powers, as a
Christian ; let her cultivate, in her soul, the con
victioa that all her skill and power is imparted
from &n high ; and let her be careful to make all
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abe does,

a

sacrifice, acceptable to be>r God, by

doing all in the spirit, and under the influence of
that sacred charity, that boundless benevolence,
which ever requires, in malc.ing ita various capa·
bilitiea subservient to the good of others, and
thus give to the otherwise perishable occurrence�;
of time,

an

eadurance, and a continuity, that

fadeth not away.

P ll 'IT S .

London : H. G. Clarke uml <.:o., 66, Old Uailey.
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Super-Royal lGmo, in a handsome Wrapper.

CLARK E'S H O M E l. I B RARV
FOil ALL CLASSES.

The Publishers propose to issue under this general
title-as centering in Home: a ser
ies of select publi
cations adapted to all clnsaes of the community.-They
will be chosen both for their clasaic merit and their
popular character, and will ·embrace the molt varied
range of literature.

The Home Library will be published in a auperior

l>oolrform, in a handsome library edition, in clear legible
type, and on good paper.

Title pages will from time

to time be given, with reference to a suitable arrange
ment n
i volumes.
Tbe work will appear on the lit and 1/ith of each
month, and the Publiahera confidently refer to the firat
part a.s an earnest oftheir intentions.
1 Tar: Guoua, by Lord Byron.

4d.

2 HoME, by Miss Sedgwick. 6d.
8 TRr: BIUDB OP ABYDOI1 by Lord Byron. 4d.
4 Tu& BRAVO or VENICE, by M.G. Lewis. Gd.

6

TuE HERMIT or WAuwouu, by Bishop Percy.4d.

6 WILLIAM TELL, by Florian. 4d.

7 The CoRSAIR, by Lord Byron. 4d.
8 QunN BnTHA, by Sidney Rusael. 6d.
9 CltBVY CHACE.
10 ALIDA; oa TowN & CoUNTRY, by Miss Sedgwic:lc.
London : H. G.

Clarke 4- Co. 66, OldBailtl•
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Jult Published , Jlricc Is. wit!• Illuminated Title nud Biutling,
�a�h page curicheu with an appropriate boru�r.

Tit&

LADIES' HAND·llOOK
Of TUE

OF

FLOWERS

&OITED BY

LUCY

HOOPEH.

LONDO:":
H. 0. CLARKE AXD CO. G6, OLD BAILEY.

ISH.
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In One Volume, oetav�, handsomely bound In tlotb, tJrlce 1!1.
THE

FALLS, LAKES, & MOUNTAINS
OP

NORTH WALES.
DF.ISO A
PIC T ORIAL T OUR THROUGH T ilE MOST INTEREST·
11\G PARTS OF TilE COU N T RY.
BY MISS LOUISA STUART COSTELLO,
AOTKOa OF ,.A SUMMER. AliO�G Tlllt JJOCAGZ. A�DTII R \·IS f.,�/
"A PJLOAIMAOE TO AV\'ERC:UH:/'-H B&Aalf, .&ltV TU£
PYRENEES,"
XTC.

PROFUSELY llLUSTRATtD WITH VIEWS

or all those romantic apota which attract the admiration of the
Tourist.

D. H. M'c KI!:WAN,
)I 0 R A V Z I) 0 N

W

0? D1

A S

D

L I T H 0 0 Jt A P Jl 'F. n, 8 Y

THOMAS AND EDWAHD GlLKS.
l'he object or the present Work b to present to the Traveller,
lnd the lover ol the Picture1<1ue, In a portable form, a gnpblc
"'d oorrect portraiture or thiJ beautU\11 and hbtorieally-impor·
!ant portion or Great Britain: to give to every site Itt legend•
and poetical association•, revive the reoolleetlon• attached •� It,
and 10 do ror the Hafl' And the Bard, what bu been done for ill
brother-land or Brittany : to beguile the fatigues or travel, and
to supply Information on the opot, without the ne.,•alty or ex
lentlve research, and abo to amusetho leiaure ortbo.e•ho may
•ealre to become acquainted with the moat alluring acenea ot
Nature without seeking (or them abroad.

J,Ol\P0:-1 :

ll. G. CI.ARKE .1:: Cf). 6G,
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Tli.ES or FASHIO�.tBU LifE.
tlnl!orm with CLARKE'S CABINET SERI ES,In an Uiumlnated
b
inding i TO DB CO!'ITJNOED MONTHLY.

THE NOll:LS 011
IDA, COUNTESS HAHN-HAHN.
Vol. I.

THE COUNTESS FAUSTINE.
Vol. 2.

ULRICH.
Vol. s.

SIGISMUND FORSTER.
Vol. f.

CECI L.
Vol. S.

THE

R IGHT

O N £.

Their great charm eonaim In the IJUe<euion ofokil!ul toueh01
b7 which chatMters are developed. and in the Incident&! topiea
or allusion• by whieh attention ia kept up.
ao m111y u.lll of &enllbUIIy, to

She aeattera about

m.any poetle t'ancles, 10 much

oucgestlve specuLation on the subJeet which cornea homo to enry
one-that a highly pleulng lmpreulon Is produced. She Ia juat

tbe oorl or writer wbo must be read, and read cuetully by a qua

IUiecl reo<ler to be appreeiated.-Bdln61orgA B
..,.
__

London : H. G. Clarke & Co. 66, Old Bailey.
Sold by 1. Srualll, Book and Print Seller, 10, Upper Baker
Saeet, Recent'• Puk
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iu llluminatM binding,

Imp. 32mo.,

OF NtW ANI> POPULAR WORitS.
TtoR-e·'a PsTcnz, oR Til£ LEGEND o:v Lovz. 11.
2 Heu•·a P.u.£STIN&, £liD OTs&a Pos111.

11.

3 LONGFELLOW'S VOICES OP THE NIGHT, & QTlll&
ll
FOIUU.
Is.
4 Hr.vA.Ns'.DoxEtTrc APPXcrtolrfl1 J.ND0TH&a PoEMI. h
5 8\'ao.s's GtAoua, AYD DJttDE or ABTJ>OI.
6 STJtiPE Al<D Pucz. BY \11ss Ba>an:a.

11.

Ia. 6<1.

7 Jlon>uN's V1o1L or FAITS, £NO 0TS&Il Poa1u.

8 Tu£ H-- Fu<tt.T.

BY Mua Ba&Milll.

9 'fn& HELICOll OP LovE.

h.

21.

IS.

10 'fn& PIIUIDUT's 0.\VORT&Ju.

BY Mus Bs&Mall.

1 1 OA!U.'S nucCANE�R, AKD 0TJJ£A POEIU.

2a.

h.

l2 Tu I'! EsOLtSH M At D£Y, 1U!ft l.toa.t.L & DoxztTIC DUTI!.I.
2s.

13 llt:JtRICK's HEIP&RID£>. .\ND OTa&a FoaMs. 2 Vola. 4a.
H EliiERsoY's NATURE, AN EssAY; AND LF.CTU&EI.
15 na.owlC£'1 BBITA.l'I'NU'I PA&"TOILALI.

h.

21.

16 IIYPEltiON, .. ROM.\NC&. BY PllOPltUOR LoNOI'&t.LOW. 21
17 l'osua's Durn:a or Til& MA&III£D SnT&

18 Tns: N&IGnsooaa.
19 TnE BOND>uro.

BY Mus Bu:Maa

DY Mus BaE>ua.

20 SoTuzn's OUIIOl<, A PoEM.
21 SY.NSE AND SeNSIBILITY,

Ia.

2 Vola. ••·

11.

21.

by Ahu AVITI!N.

2 Vols. 31-lcl.

2! CoLJr.atOOE's A�CIENT MAB.I,_&a-, AMD oTa•• Po.EML
23 Ao.uu'a PLow�as;
POETIIY.

11

'f'll&ta MoRAL• LAl'fOVAOK, ••a

21.
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CONTINUED.
J4 Bar.urr'l PolTl<r.t.ur .t.l<DOraza Poaau.
25 Taa Hoxz. Br M111 Baax&a.

h.

2 Vola. ta.

26 CA&P,.NT&&'s SoKOl AliD BALLADs.

h.6d.

!7 Txa TwnJS uo OTaaa T.t.LIU. BY M111 B&aMaa. 2s.
28 Txz Poar&Y or WoM&ll.
2t Nu.t..

2t.

Br Mus B&J:MII�

J Vola. to.

30 Wxtnla&'a B.t.LLADt .&liD Or•&a Po&xs. Ia IId.
31 EM&uo:s's OtATIOlfl, L&CTo-.zs, & ADoaasa&a.
32 C.t.a!.w's PoETICAL \Voa1u.

11.

2a.

33 Tna AMBEa WJTCu; Til& MOST INTEJ\ESTINO TA lAL
WITC.BCIU.PT EV£Jl KNOWN,

34 Ptuoz and Pt&JVDJC&.

Bor &Ius A\TST£1<.! Vola. 3s. Gd

35 PozMa BY P&Al<CIII Alii< BUTua.
3G I!!MII&SOl<'s .Esun.

h.

21.

37 SMALL's BtGRL..A.liD&u Awn OTRza Po.axs.
as Til& CtTT

OP

roR.

2s.

THE 8VLTA!f.

b.

BT Mrsa PAllDOE. 3 Vols. G.

39 Tult Moutc WoaJta&a, A T4Lit or V&lnciO.

11 . Gd.

40 PENAL'& hn·Lvaxcz IW TH& NntET&ENTH C»:sTuav. BT
TB& R&Y. Hzli&T EDWA&Dt, LL.D., D.D.

41 DIBon•'• S&A Soso1.

u. 6d.

4! ALP&ll& ra11 GaKAT; 1111 Ltn Al<D REtOJr.
43 U•o•••· Prom IM Gennan.
t4 Taz B.on oJP TIIITJILOK.

To bofolio- bJI oll�er
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